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h i g h l i g h t s

� Effect of cooling on the efficiency of
flat photovoltaic and symmetric
compound parabolic concentrator
photovoltaic systems.
� Compare modeled results with the

experimentally measured values.
� Numerical models are solved using

Engineering Equation Solver
software.
� For flat PV with cooling, about 49%

more power was obtained.
� For PV–CPC with cooling about 100%

more power was obtained.
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a b s t r a c t

Comparative study on flat photovoltaic (PV) string and symmetric compound parabolic concentrator
(CPC) photovoltaic system has been presented in this paper. Two flat PV strings and two unglazed
PV–CPC systems are considered. The cells of each of the flat PV and PV–CPC strings are subjected to
cooling to reduce temperature. The performance of the two configurations with and without cooling
is evaluated numerically and experimentally. The numerical models for the flat PV string and the
PV–CPC systems are solved using Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software and the concentration
ratio of the CPC system is considered as 2.3X. Absorbed energy is calculated with and without cooling
for the PV–CPC and flat PV systems. The absorbed energy is used to solve the energy balance equations
on different nodes of the system from which the cell temperature was determined. The results showed
that the maximum power output of the flat PV string with cooling was approximately 21 W which
gives about 49% more than the power obtained without cooling. The maximum power output of the
PV–CPC system with cooling was approximately 34 W which is about twice of the power obtained
in the absence of cooling. It was found that the power output of the PV–CPC system is higher than that
of the flat PV string with and without cooling by 39% and 23% respectively. Comparison of the numer-
ical results with experimental data showed good agreement for the two configurations. The maximum
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percentage differences between the numerical and experimental power output for the flat PV with and
without cooling are 5% and 7%, respectively. While those of the PV–CPC system with and without cool-
ing are 9% and 11%, respectively.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Developing sustainable and renewable sources of clean energy
is becoming important due to the current increase in world energy
demands, greenhouse effects and environmental threats as a result
of carbon emissions from fossil fuels. Solar energy offers unlimited
potential as a clean renewable source of energy. To exploit the
solar energy, a major solution is to convert the solar energy directly
into electrical energy. Since the photovoltaic (PV) technology
improves and maximizes the photoelectrical conversion rates, it
has been extensively employed in the recent years.

The solar PV systems can supply energy without moving parts,
operate noiselessly and have minimum maintenance costs. Due to
the high initial capital cost of PV systems, their wide-ranging appli-
cations are restricted. It is necessary to find ways to reduce the cost
of the PV systems considerably and cost reduction can be resolved
either by increasing the efficiency of the solar cell or using concen-
tration photovoltaic (CPV). The second strategy strives for reduc-
tion in PV module cost with reduced semiconductor material
consumption. Semiconductor material is the most expensive part

of the PV system. This strategy for reduction in PV module cost
with reduced material consumption for semiconductors is called
concentrating solar cell technology.

Concentrating PV cells is a complementary approach in which
the amount of the expensive photovoltaic cell is reduced by con-
centrating incident sunlight onto PV cells using cheaper optical
components [1,2]. A cost-effective and improved CPV system is
obtained by producing the same amount of power by using less
number of cells as compared to number of cells in conventional
system. The higher concentrating PV systems require less cell area.
It is reported that a low concentration photovoltaic system (LCPV)
can cut the cost up to 40% as compared to a simple flat PV system
[3,4]. Due to their potentials of non-tracking, high liability and low
cost, an extensive research has been carried out for the develop-
ment of various types of LCPV applications [5].

The objective of this study is twofold. First is to study the effect
of cooling on the efficiency of flat photovoltaic (PV) string and sym-
metric compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) photovoltaic sys-
tems. Second is to compare the numerically modeled results with
the experimentally measured values. The set objectives have been

Nomenclature

a air, modified ideality factor
Cp specific heat capacity
F control function
G beam component of radiation
h height, heat transfer coefficient
�h truncated height
I irradiance, current
K extinction coefficient, incident angle modifier
k Boltzmann’s constant, thermal conductivity
L glazing thickness
�‘ truncated opening aperture
M air mass modifier
_m mass flow rate

N number of runs
_Q rate of heat transfer

S absorbed radiation
s width of the PV string
T temperature
T mean temperature
U overall heat transfer coefficient, top loss coefficient
V voltage
Vw speed
X~hr truncated distance

Greek symbols
h incidence angle
hc half acceptance angle
a absorbance
b angle of latitude
q reflectivity
s transmittance

e product of electron charge and band gap energy
r Stefan–Boltzmann constant
lIsc Short circuit current temperature coefficient

Subscripts
a air
b beam
bs back sheet
c cell
cg solar cell to glass
cbs cell to backsheet
ga glass to ambient
bsf back sheet to fluid
cpc compound parabolic concentrator
d diffuse
f fluid
fa fluid-ambient
fi fluid inlet
fo fluid outlet
g ground, glass
L light
mp maximum power
n normal incidence
p plate
r refraction, radiation
ref reference state
s series, sky
sc short circuit
sh shunt resistance
t overall
T tilted
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